Performance Measurement Learning Collaborative

Thursday, June 3rd from 10:00-11:30 Pacific (11:00-12:30 Mountain, 12:00-1:30 Central, and 1:00-2:30 Eastern).

Zoom: https://zoom.us/j/6939145325 meeting ID: 693-914-5325
For audio, you can use your computer and headset, or you can phone in, using this number: 888 475 4499, meeting ID: 693-914-5325.

Agenda

- Welcome and Introductions
- Review Agenda
- Measuring Collaboration: An example from Massachusetts.
  
  Leanne Winchester, MS RN, Project Director, Disability & Community Based Solutions (DCBS) and a partner of the Massachusetts Lifespan Respite will share how they are measuring collaboration efforts in Massachusetts, including how they initially developed performance measurement strategies and the evolution of those strategies over time.

- Check in: ARCH and Learning Collaborative Participants’ Updates

  Where is everyone in their performance measurement activities? This is a chance to talk about what you are doing, your successes and challenges. It’s a safe time to share and brainstorm with others.

- Outputs or Outcomes? What Counts and What Matters?

  A discussion led by Casandra Firman. Please be thinking about your projects stated outcomes and outputs before we meet.

- Planning for Future Meetings